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Legrand cabling system, LCS3 cat. 6
A

flat patch panels - equipped

Pack Cat.Nos Cat. 6
A
 patch panels equipped with 24  

RJ 45 connectors

19" panel - 1U
Equipped with 4 cassettes of 6 pre-fitted cat. 6

A
 

LCS3 RJ 45 connectors
Automatic cassette removal by simple pressure
Each connector can be removed individually
T568A and B marking with colour codes
Equipped with rear cable guide to hold cables 
during maintenance
Supplied with coloured labels
Compliant with ISO/IEC 11 801, EN 50173 and 
ANSI/TIA 568 standards

Flat panels
24 RJ 45 connectors - 1U - PoE++

1 0 337 70 UTP
1 0 337 72 STP

Legrand cabling system, LCS3 cat. 6
A

flat patch panels, to be equipped

0 337 90

Pack Cat.Nos 19" flat patch panels - to be equipped

19" panels - 1U 
Equipped with rear cable guide to hold cables 
during maintenance
Automatic cassette removal by simple pressure 
Each connector can be removed individually

Flat panel with empty cassettes to be equipped 
with connectors

1 0 337 90 Equipped with 4 automatically removable cassettes, 
takes up to 24 cat. 5e to cat. 8 RJ 45 connectors

Empty flat panel to be equipped with cassettes
1 0 337 91 Takes a maximum of 4 automatically removable 

cassettes:
- copper to be equipped with cat. 5e to cat. 8 RJ 45 
connectors
- fiber optic

High Density flat panel with empty cassettes to 
be equipped with connectors

1 0 337 93 Equipped with 4 High Density cassettes, takes up to 
48 cat. 5e to cat. 6

A
 RJ 45 connectors

10" flat patch panels - to be equipped

10" panels - 1U
1 0 337 98 Takes up to 6 cat. 5e to cat. 8 RJ 45 connectors
1 0 337 99 Takes up to 12 cat. 5e to cat. 6

A
 RJ 45 connectors

Equipped with new-generation Quick-Fix for automatic (screwless) 
mounting on enclosure and cabinet uprights
Universal mounting on all cabinets or enclosures
Panels ensure automatic earthing of each connector
Equipped with 4 bundles guides fixed at the rear

Equipped with new-generation Quick-Fix for automatic (screwless) 
mounting on enclosure and cabinet uprights
Universal mounting on all cabinets or enclosures
Panels ensure automatic earthing of each connector
Equipped with 4 bundles guides fixed at the rear

0 337 98 0 337 99

Automatic cassette 
removal




